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We soive a variation of the cell-growth problem by enumerating {unlabeled) poly- 
gonal cl~ers, whose constituent cells are all n-gons. The corresponding labeled probl:em 
had &e&y been solved by one of us and its scslution provides an initial step in the pi o- 
cedure develtoped here. Yt will be seen that when n = 3, this amounts to count@ tri- 
angulations of the disk. 
1. Introductlion and definitions 
In recent years a good deal of iqttention has been paid to the c:om- 
bi:natorial problems known as “‘ceV-growth problems”. 2’he name stems 
from an analogy with an “animal” which, startnng from a single “cell”’ 
of some specified basic poiygc>nal shape, grows srep by step in the plane 
by adding at each step a cell of the same shape to its periphery. Thlls 
if the basic shape is a square, the animals are the “polyominoes” studied 
extensively by Golomb [ I] (set: Fig. 1). This class of unsolved enumera- 
tion problems was included in the list [ 3 ] compiled by t3ne of us, and 
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
appears in a more recent fist [ 7, Chapter IO]. If the basic shape is 
quila;erai triangk or a regular hexagon, we obtain animals looking 
in Figs. 2 and 3. 
ndamental combinatorial prob em concerning these animals is 
tcrmining exactly how many distinct animals there are with 
en number of sills, where two animals are regarded as distinct if 
can be brought Wo coincidence with the other &y rotations, trans- 
ns or reflection. None of these problems, for any shape of celi, has 
en solved, despife many investigations ( ee Harary [4], Klarner [ 1 O] 
and Read i 83 ) -+==d this appears to be an intractable combinatorial 
uestion. 
Com;suter pro$rammes have detarmirred the number of animals, 
imes up to comparatively high values of r, the number of cells 
nnon [ 1 1 f 1, anA some asymptotic results have been obtained 
amer [9f $. bug in no case has an explicit formula for the num- 
nimals been obtained. 
revious paper f Gj we showed how, by making a fairly drastic 
the definition Df hexagon&celled animals, we could al-rive 
bj~ato~ia~ problem for which an explicit solutian was possible. 
extend this approach to a considerably wider class of 
ve- the corresponding solutions. 
sources of difficulty ith the standard cell-growth 
kXltliy in converting an u-celled ani- 
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Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 
ma1 into an (r+ l)-celled animal by adding a cell having an edge in com- 
mon with a periphwal edge of the r-celled anim;!l, certain other edges 
of the new cell and of t&e existing animal nlust also be identified. Thus 
in Fig. 4, the addition of a new ceilI (shown dotted) along the line AB 
entails the identifications of another edge of the new ceV with the edge 
CA of the animal. In Fig. 5, the addition of a new cell art the edge A8 
entaiis thz identit%atian of its opposite edge CD with the cclge EF of 
the animal, as shown (resulting in an animal with a hole in it). 
The simplifying change that we shall make here (as in our previous 
paper (81) is to disallow the possibility of more than one identifica- 
tion of edges when a new I’ll is added to an animal. l[n other words 
the animal can “extrwdo” a new ceil frotn an existing peripheral edge. 
but no other edge of the new cell may be identified with an edge of 
the animal. Thus aithou&, in Fig. S. if it is accurately drawn, the edges 
CD and EF must oaincide, we shall regard them a; remaining distinct. 
As far as drawing the diagratn is concerned we can either sacrifice the 
accuracy with which the cells are drawn, or we c&n relax the condition 
that the animal ies in the plane, and regard CD as lying “above” EF 
(or regard EF as lying above CD -’ it does not matter which). This 
choice is best illustrated by considering the animal which results from 
Fig. 5 if another cell is added at the edge CD. This can be drawn either 
as in Fig. 6 where the cells hay+*2 been accurately drawn save for a slight 
kit.1 to QtX’SpectiVc) to enable the two overlapping squares 
uished from each other: or ;_I.s in Fig. 7 where the cell shapes 
have been distorted so that the a lima1 remains in the plane with m 
is overlapping orlly when identification of the 
ells would result in the formation of a hole. 
Thus the seven-celled “polyhex” of Fig. 8 was allowed, but not the 
four-celled object in F g. 9 In this paper we 
en when the cells arti 
rent from that ccnsid 
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Fig, 7. Fig. 0. 
e shall call the objects that we shall enumerate not “animals” but 
or more briefly clzrsters w%en the polygonal ength n is clear 
context. Here is a more formal recursive definition. The graph which 
polygon of order 11 (nogon) is an n-clzrs~er, and if G is an n-cfirs~ of 
order pt then the gaph of order p + (n-2) obtained by identifying an 
f a new /I-gon with an edge of G lying in exactly one rr-gon is 
an rt-cluster. Following [ 13,6,7] we ,chall use p, 4 and r to detjote 
umber of vertices, edges and cells (n-gons), respectively. We shall 
use the terms “‘triangular clusters” when PZ = 3, “square cIu.sters” 
n it = 4, and so on. Thus the “acyclic polyhexes” enumerated in 
rm a subset of the set of hexagonal clusters. 
e edges of an n-cluster are clearly of two k:inds. There are linner 
which belong to exactly two celis and oulter edges which belong 
As observed in [ 131 we have the folloting simple relations among 
and r for any n-cluster: 
p=r(n-,-2)+2 and (~=r(n--l)+P. 
The number of outer edges is (F- 1! )(n- 1) + 1 and hence the number 
of inner edges is r-- I t 
It follows, as an immediate consequence of the definition, that rz- 
lusters are very much like trees. In fact each one can be mapped onto 
tree by sending each cell cnto a point of the tree and joining two 
Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 10. 
points of ,the tree if and only if the corresponding cells have an edge in 
common. This mapping is not one-to-one however, since, for example, 
the two different hexagonal clusters hown in Fig. 10 correspond to 
trees that are isomorphic as plane trees. Furthermore, triangular clus- 
ters were cahed Z-trees in 161, and it is because of this tree-like struc- 
ture that they are amenable to modifications of known enumerative 
techniques. 
2. Clusteni rooted at an outer edge 
As with the enumeration of polyhexes in [S] we start by enumerat- 
ing clusters in which one of the outer edges is distingui&ed from the 
others. For the time being we shall not diow reflection in the plane so 
that, for example, we shall regard as distinct the two edge-rooted pen- 
tagonal clusters hown in Fig. 11, in which the rooted outer edges (E) 
are drawn heavily. 
(a) 
Fig. 11. 
(b) 
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qte that. in contrast o the attitude taken in [ 81, we now raise no 
cotioE to having an inner edge adjacent o the root edge. This em- 
the fact that a hexagonal cluster is not the same thing as a 
ex. * 
n-cluster ooted at an outer edge can be constructed as follows. 
ix an edge E of an n-gon P, then take IF- 1 clusters each rooted at an 
and identify these n- 1 root edges with the r-- 1 edges of P 
than E. This is precisely the approach of [ 131 used to count 
rt-cksters. In fact the exponential generating function for un- 
n-clusters rooted at an outer edge is identical. to the ordinary 
g funcrlon f’or (unlabeled) w-clusters rooted at an outer edge. 
WS, of course, from the observation that si,nce we do not for 
the moment allow reflections, rooted rr-clusters hate no automorphisms 
than the identity. 
t WC set up the notation by letting L$‘l) denote the number of rt- 
rooted at an outer edge and having r celts. Then the generating 
I”atnc:tion for these is defined by 
In 1131 the -i;ollowing equation, to which we have alluded above. is 
shown: 
33 
f 1 I-am’ wp = x( 1 + cr,(x))“-’ . 
Iss from f f 31 an application of Lagrange% theorem (see [ 16, p. 132) ) 
to this equation yields 
me results as in formula (24) of f 13 3. When II = 3, this equation 
~ously gives the Catalan numbers. 
ters rooted at a cell 
r next step will be: to enumerate clusters in which ane cell, called 
is distinguished from the others. Any such cell-rooted 
ore than one cell can be obtained by taking the root cell 
of ii;3 edges an edge-rooted cluster (possibly empty). 
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Since there is Rio objection to two edge-rooted clusters being attached 
at adjacent edges of the root cell, we have a simpler problem than thz 
corresponding problem in [ 8 J , and one which can be solved by a single 
application of P”olya’s theorem. 
To apply this we take as the figure counting series the series 1 + U”(X) 
as given by (2.1). The group of permutations required is the cyclic 
group i$ of order cz since two clusters which come into coincidence by 
rotation about the root cell are nut distinct. Hence by Mya’s theorem 
(see [ 7. Chapter 2 ] ), we have as the configuration counting series 
The content of a configuration (cluster) as reckoned by this formula 
is the sum of the contents (numbers of cells) of the attached edge-rooted 
clusters; in other words, it does not count the root cell. Thus the count- 
ing series that we want is 
in which the powers of_... which give the numbers of cells, have been 
increased by 1 throughout, and where kyl is the number of cell-rooted 
n-clusters with I- cells. Formula (3.2) was used to compute the values of 
b*“) displayed in the tables provided in the Appendix. t 
4. Unrooted clusters with mirror images Gfferent 
To proceed from noted to unrooted clusters wc shall use the result 
of Otter (see 17, p* 561) for trees, modified to apply to clusters, namely 
(4.1) I = P --(f +s. 
A more general version of this equation was proved in [ 51 for arbitrary 
graphs. In (4.1 j, P is the number of inequivalent classes of cells, where 
two cells are equivalent if a rotation of the cluster which leaves it in- 
variant transfomjs one cell into the other; CJ* is the number of equiv- 
alence classes of inner edges; and s = 1 if the cluster has a symmetric 
edge and is 0 otherwise. This result was originally derived for trees in 
the usual graph-theoretical sense, but it holds equally we11 for clusters 
since there is a tree associated with eat cluster as illustrated in Fig. 10. 
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confirmation of this =katemcnt ~,an be obtained, if needed, by consider- 
s of symmetry that a cluster can have, just as was done for 
sum equation (4.1) over all unrooted clusters with r cells. 
nd side becomes the number, say @), of unrooted clusters. 
s P* give a total which includes every urarooted clusters as 
‘many times as it has equivalent classes of cells; thus this total is the 
her t$*’ of cell-rooted clusters. The summation of the terms q’ 
the number of clusters in which an inner edge has been distinguish- 
from the rest; and the summation of s yields the number of clusters 
h~~~~~ a symmetric edge. 
The clusters rooted at an inner edge can be built up by joining two 
rooted clusters. each having at le;Gt one cell, at their root edges, 
fying these edges to form the distinguished inner edge of the clus- 
ing counted. We can therefore use Mya’s theorem again. The 
is the symmetric group of degree 2, and the result is the configura- 
tion counting series 
To determine the number of clusters with a symmetric edge and 
Ihaving r cells we have merely to choose an edge-rooted cluster to go on 
skk of the symmetric edge, and then duplicate this cluster on the 
other side. These iden.tical edge-rooted clusters eaoh have ir cells (r is 
even) and the number of choices is therefore UI;;‘, Le., the coef- 
of x’ in W,(x* ). 
tt folk~s that the summation of (42 j over all unrooted clusters 
ierds the result 
+ coeffkient of xp in C!q (x2 ), 
lies the result summarized by the following theorem. 
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at an oubw edge as foUows: 
(4.3) 
Formula (4.3) was used to calculate the values cf H,!“) displayed in 
the tables in the Appendix. 
5. Sqqwession af mirror images 
We now turn to the problem of enumerating clusters under the con- 
dition that mirror images will not be regarded as distinct. Clusters, re- 
garded in this way, will be of two kinds -- those having mirror sym- 
metry and those not having it. The former are counted once in the 
counting series H’(x), the latter are counted twice. It follows that we 
can count clusters in the new sense if we can enumerate those clusters 
having mirror symmetry. It was in just this way that polyhexes were 
enumerated in [81, but this method is not appropriate for the more 
general problem here being considered. Instead we shall go back to the 
beginning, and rework the problem under new conditions. In doing so 
we encounter a difficulty, and to overcome it we shall use a combina- 
torial trick. 
To see what this difficulty is, let us consider the problem of enumerat- 
ing clusters rooted at a cell. Since mirror images are no longer regarded 
as distinct, one might think that all we need to do is to apply Polya’s 
theorem, much as in the derivation of equation (3.1), but replacing the 
cyclic group & by the dihedral group D, , since this group allows for 
reflections. This is not so however, and the rtztson is that reflecting a 
rooted cluster not only permutes, by an elcrrse *? of D,, the “places” 
or “boxes” (in our problem these are the ec$zs ..:f the root ccl!) into 
which. the figures (the edge-roo;ed clusters) are placed, but also re- 
places each of these figures by its mirror image. since IWya’s theorem 
does not cater for the possibility of the conteslis of the boxes chang- 
ing as the boxes are permute& we cannot use it here explicitlqr. 
Instead we shall go back ta fiit principles - effectively to the weight- 
ed form of Burnside’s lemma bsee [ 7. a). CSS] ) which is the foundtition 
of PcSlya’s theorem - and consider for each permutation of the dihedral 
group I), the clusters that are left invariant by it. For the n clemmts of 
.D, that do not involve reflection there is no problem - the situat.ion is 
just as for Polya’s theorem - at the remaining permutations 
,f D,, . 
= 2m + f ), these pernnrtatians eacheomist of one 
o cycles of length 2, corresponding to a term 
ck index, i.e., the rc3fIection leaves one edge of the root 
hangrs the others in pairs. To get a cluster that 
permutation we must ensure that the cdge- 
m the invariant edge is symmetrical (i.e.. coin- 
ge dn the pefpfmkulax bisectof of its root 
arr_rt edge cluster to go on one edge of a pair that 
or imcye will then go on the other. Thus the 
dx) is the counting scrks for the symmetric edge-rsoted cius- 
El ~~~~~~f~ our notation in what follows if we set 
kes the form 
fore we can go further. we need ts find ‘f’,fx), T!Gs is not dif- 
mnetrk edge-rooted cluster. unkss it is the empty cluster 
root edge, will consist sf a cell bawd on the root edge, 
ed symmetrkalfy on the mnaining edges, as shown 
this that the counting series for these symmetric 
ty cluster. 
It follows that if we dcnate by f,,(~) the counting series far oAkrooted 
clusters in the new sense, which admits mirror-image quivakn~:c (car- 
responding to P=,,(s) in the previous sensc1, we have, for it odd, 
anu fur I1 = 5, 
and so on. 
When !% is c”vcn (say 11 = 2rn), the permutations in D, corresponding 
ta re~lta~ti~~~s arc” of two kinds. Those consisting of 171 cycles of length 
7 g&e no sy eAal problems; the remainder have two cycles of length 1 
ind ~7 --- I cyclts of length 2, and correspond to terms 5: sy - i in the 
cycle-index, Hence if the clustirr is to be invariant under such a permu- 
tation, two of the attached edge-rooted clusters must be symmetric, 
and the ~maining clusters OWN= in mirror-image pairs. 9111~ therefore 
)riiVC 
Tcs Cnd YJx) when ~2 is even we note that, apart l’rom the empty 
cluster, a symmetric edge-rooted cluster will con;sist cbf C’L ~~11 attached 
to the root edge, to ttze edges of whkh are attached ciuskfe which are 
mirror images in pairs, as before; except thar the s’ingle cluskr based 
on the tldge opposite the root edge must be ;4inmetrkaR (as is shown 
in Fig. 13 for n = 8). 
Henct’ we have 
Frr3m these results we establish that, for n even, 
FCW example, when n = 4 we have 
f,(x,=bx{c<x) +3V;(x2)+2V4(x4) 
+ 2V4(X2)f L---XV~(X2)]-2) . 
hen II =z 6 we have 
fsrx) = fixIv66(x) + 2Vi(x3) + iiV~(x2) + 2V(j(x6) 
+3v~(x2)[1--xv~(.x~~]-2). 
6.. Unrated dustem with mirror images equivalent 
e now find the number of unrooted clusters by again using equa- 
I = t* -q’ +s. The sum of the r* terms was f~i.~~d in the p~*~-a 
cticn i;n equations (5.3) and (5.5) for&(x). 
ext find the number, Zq*, of clusters rooted at an interior edgy. 
ioudy this was accomplished by using P6lya’s theorem with the 
etric group S2 of order 2. Now we have the possibility of ref?ec- 
must conMer a group of order 4, namely that for 
ens I ) 2,3 and 4 in Fig. 14 map onto. 
]identity permutation, 
the root edge, 
d 2 -- flotation thro fgO”, 
38.3 
Fig. 14. 
fd) 2,1,4and 3 - reflection about the perpendicular bisector of the 
root edge. 
Clusters invariant under (a) are abtained by joining tagether at their 
root edges any two nonempty edge-rooted clusters, enumer~ied by 
&L(x). TtGs gives uls the counting series Ui (x) fcr (a). Thze that are 
Invariant under (b) are obtained by joining two identical edge-rooted 
~‘lusters, and the corresponding counting series is [I,* (x2 ) i x (b). The 
same series counts the clusters invariant under (c). Clusters invariant 
under (d) are obtained by joinin, two nonempty symmetrical edge- 
rooted clusters, each of which is enumerated by W,,(x) = yn (x)-- I. 
Hence we obtam the counting series Wi(_r j for (d j. 
Thus the counting series for clusters rooted at an interior edge is 
!b) 
Fig. 15. 
e trow need to sum t&z term s of (4.1) by counting clusters with a 
ctric edge,, The counting series for these numbers is obtained more 
fhan one might expect. Given an edge-rooted clvster which is 
s~m~~et~~a~ we can form from it PWO clusters with a symmetric 
one by r&ection, the other by rotation - as shown in Kg. 
f %a). (b). On the other hand if the edge-rooted cluster is symmetri- 
ne cluster with a symmetric edge can be formed, as in Fig. 
is rratia uf 2 to 1 is precisely the ratio in which asymmetrical 
mclricai edge-rooted clusters are counted in the counting series 
?Atrows that the counting series that we are looking for is 
the argument being ...* since the total number of ceils is 
the edge-rooted cluster. 
adding our results wt’ have the following formula for the cout~t- 
) fix unrooted tit-Clusters: 
is equation is sIlgh’tly modified in the statement of the following 
t 
Just as in Theorem 1. the series for the objects being counted couid 
~~x~res~d entirely in terms of the series Q (A:), but it is not eonvc- 
nt to do SO for either display or computation pu~oses. Note that 
iffcrent expressions for IV, (x) = Yfl (x) - 1 and fn (x )r 
kg as II is o&i or evelt 
a &2) was weti tc compuie some of the coefficients of 
and the results are shown in the Appendix. 
that (in various terrnlnological dis- 
tion of OUF clusters can be viewe as the counting of 
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Fig. 16. 
We have already remarked in Section 2 that to avoid overlapping in 
drawings of polygonal clusters we can distort the shzpes of the polygons, 
as in Fig. 4. It has so far not suited ou~i purpose to think of clusters in 
this way since the symmetry of a cluster - an important conct:pt in our 
treatment of the problem -- is easier to visualize when the cells are drawn 
consistently as regular pollygons. If, instead, we allow the cells to be 
drawn as polygons of arbitrary shape, then we mus? revise our concept ’ 
of “equivalence” of clusters, since coincidence under rotation, transla- 
tion and (possib’ly) reflection will no longer do. We can either redefine 
equivalence as equivalence under a homomorphism of the plane onto 
itself; or we can think of ;P polygonal cluster as be: TV a. graph (whose 
vertices and edges are those of the clusters) and defirx equivalence to 
be isornorphism in the usual graph-theoretical sense. Whichever defini- 
tion we adopt, the problem is not materially affected, and the same so- 
lutions that we obtained above will still hold. 
Suppose we agree to draw a cluster so that its perimeter - the set 
of outer edges - appears as a regular polygon 11. Just as in [ 6J, the 
c!uster then @ves us a dissection of II into regions, each of which is an 
n-gon. By wa”g of illustration, Fig. I6 shows the four possible triangu- 
lar clusters having 5 triangles, each of which is shop both in its “re- 
gular” form (made up of equilateral triangles) and :.IS a triangulation cbf 
a heptagon. The tree-like nature of our clusters ensures’ th3t the vertia 
ces of the jr-gonai regions are the vertices of II; there c;tn be no vertices 
in the interior :Jf II since this woul imply a cyclic: arrangement of r+ 
gkms (cells), 
Thus the solutions to the variations on the cell growth problem that 
have been obtair!ed ;;Y!so give the Inumbers of distinct ways of dissecting 
t,o n-sided regions by means of chords, where “distincx” 
eans distinct under rotation, and may or rnagr not includlz. 
distinction under reflection, as we wish. Note tM the results give]: in 
the Appendix iist these dissections itccording to the ntcmbe~ r of PI-gons; 
the slumber of sides of ihe polygon b&g dissected is r&--2) f 2, as not- 
ed earlier. 
e simplest of these dissection problems is the one for which n = 3, 
and commns triangukions af the polygon. For the case where mirror 
stages are not regarded as distinct (our function h, 4.x)) this prabfem 
has already been solved by Guy [ 21 and Motzkin [ II 5). Iat this connec- 
e also the catdogue of sequences by Sloane [ 151, which corrects 
r in Guy’s list, and also one in Mot&in%. The figures given in 
quertce number 942 agree with ours. 
aisc that the problem of counting clusters rooted at an exterior 
i.e.* finding tk functiorl U,(X), is equivalent to that of counting 
s of a fixed yo’iygon, and has been considered in some detail 
n who gives OUT equation (2.3). The case n = 3 for a fixed 
articular!y vve&known, ‘F?ving a history that extends all 
the way back to E&r, and gives rise to the ubiquitous Catalan numbers. 
The following ta.bres for the more ilmportant of the counting series 
ixx4ssed In th,e t&t were computed using APL on the 1BM 36&75 
mputcr at the University of *Waterloo. 
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1 
I 
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4 
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